Project Advisory Team Meeting Minutes

Furr High School PAT

MEETING NO.: 011

LOCATION: Furr High School – Coffee House

DATE / TIME: February 13, 2013 9:00 am

ATTENDEES: Dr. Bertie Simmons, Principal; Maria Aguirre, Parent Engagement; Tracey, Clark, Cust. Serv. Rep; Lurleen Dixon, Community Member; Patricia Duffie, Teacher; Cornell Gray, Teacher; Carl Johnson, Parent; Brad Pearl, Teacher; Sharon Brown, Teacher; Eneried Ferrer, Parent; Edna Fajaardo; Mary Fontenot, Parent; Carl, Johnson, Parent; Assol Kavtorio, HISD Magnet Coordinator; Alyce Williams, Parent; Dora Rios, Parent, Jose Rios, Parent; Amos Cruz, Parent/Community Member; Melcaido Jones, Parent; Nelly White, PTSA; Donald White, Community member; Tomasita Garza, Parent; Milvia Montalvo, Parent; Gerrod George, Librarian; Princess Jenkins, HISD Planner; Fredalina Pieri, Teacher; Kedrick Wright, HISD Design; Steve Hoyt, HISD Construction; Albert Wong, HISD Design; H. Sonny Fletcher, Rice & Gardner Consulting (program manager); Octavio Cantu, ERO Architects; Eli Ochoa, ERO Architects

PURPOSE: The purpose of this meeting was for those that went to Seattle to see 21st Century education ideas to share pictures, and thoughts with the rest of the group and get the PAT’s input / comments on the latest site plan and floor plans.

AGENDA ITEMS:

- Seattle Trip Presentation
- Review Updated Floor Plans
- What to expect at the Next Project Advisory Team Meeting

NOTES:

1. Brad Pearl, teacher at Furr High School, that went on the Seattle trip to visit five 21st Century campuses presented and discussed the 21st Century ideas that were experienced in Seattle.
2. Assol Kavtorio, teacher at Furr High School, commented on the Audio/Visual studio space observed during the tour.
3. Eli Ochoa of ERO Architects presented the current site plan.
4. Dr. Simmons noted the clear sealed Hardie board and Lexan wall protection materials from Raisbeck Aviation High School in Seattle, Washington. She felt these were very durable and the Hardie board was especially maintainable.
5. Current floor plans were presented to the PAT.
What to expect at the next PAT Meeting:
1. Architect to present further developed floor plan layouts and elevations.
2. Community Meeting is scheduled for February 27th at 6:30 pm in the Furr High School Auditorium.

ACTION ITEMS:
1-01 ERO will continue to develop the plans.
1-02 ERO to find a location for Anemometer
1-03 ERO to prepare a variance request for City of Houston parking requirements

PROJECT TIMELINE:

|----------------------------------------|---------------------|-----------------------------------|-------------------|---------------------|-------------------|------------|---------------------|-------------|

NEXT PAT MEETING:
1. The next PAT meeting will be held on March 6, 2013 at 9:00 am.

Please review the meeting minutes and submit any changes or corrections to H. Sonny Fletcher. After five (5) days, the minutes will be assumed to be accurate.

Sincerely,

H. Sonny Fletcher
Program Manager
hfletche@houstonisd.org
713-556-9342